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Plan & Do -> Work with Deming cycle
„Plan” in VbaRobotProcessMaster
Define your process parameters and
develop process code.

„Do” in VbaRobotProcessMaster
Execute manually your process and
improve it step by step.
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„Act” in VbaRobotServer & Dashboard
After testing and checking, you can run
the Bot with continuous work.
You can observe status of the Bot in
„Current tasks” tab or by Dashboard.

improve

„Check” in VbaRobotServer
Add process master file to „Masters list”
and define new processes in „Process
schedule” tab. Check how the process
works by starting the Bot with 1 cycle.
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1.File function
VbaRobotProcessMaster file:
The file has 2 functions:
1. It is a developing tool for process designing and
manual executing (1.PLAN + 2.DO)
2. It is a process master file that is copied by Bot to
local temporary folder and executed with
parameters defined in tab „Process schedule” in
VbaRobotServer (3.CHECK + 4.ACT)

functions

VbaRobotProcessMaster file uses functions located
in linked VbaRobotReference file
.
All locations of master files and folders are defined in
tab „Masters list” in VbaRobotServer.

VbaRobot system

2. Front page

3.Input/Status/Output data

7.Code

4.Setting tabs

5.Server Task Parameters

6.Local Task Parameters

3.Input/Status/Output data
Executed manually

Executed by Bot

Manual

Auto

0

From „Current task” table ID

write manually

From „Current task” table EmailTo

write manually

From „Current task” table EmailCC

Executed manually
data stay in this file only

Executed by Bot
data is sent also to „Current task” table

Click this button to run your process manually in
developing (Manual) mode. Master process file will be
executed with „Server Task Parameters” stored in field
„TASK_parameters” in table „tblComInput_Data”, the file
will not close itself automatically.

4.Setting tabs
References
It helps you to
add/remove references.

API

Write part of window name

Get excel file

Write a part of Window
name to get full excel
matrix with ID/handlers to
windows and Buttons.

Recording (Rec)

Paste code from
MacroToolWorks

Click „Translate”
button and get
VBA code

Here you can translate
recorderd MacroToolWorks
code to VBA code.

5. Server Task Parameters
Copy these
parameters string into
„Process schedule” in
VbaRobotServer

Define descriptions
and prompts of all 20
fields

Build one parameters
string from all 20
fields

Decode parameters
string to all 20 fields

20 fields for your parameters that
you can use in code developing
and defined in „Process
schedule” in VbaRobotServer for
each separate process that base
on one master file.
*you can build more then 20

Bot will write these parameters
into copied process master file
and execute it.

6. Local Task Parameters
These parameters
string are saved
locally in master file
only.

Define descriptions
and prompts of all 20
fields

Build one parameters
string from all 20
fields to save them
locally.

Decode parameters
string to all 20 fields

20 fields for your parameters.
*you can build more then 20

7. Coding
Form_Start
...
'********** Main form**********************************
Private Sub Form_Load()

'********** If neded user can put own code here
inside Form_Load function
‚End Sub
'*** end *** Main form ********************************
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.....

User_Functions

Most used areas are marked green,
but all modules and code indide is for
user disposal but changing on own
responsibility.

User_MainProcessProcedure
Mainly not for user, but
allowed
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'***** Begining of User procedure*****************************************

Main area for
user master
process coding
‚
***** End of User procedure ***************************************************
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Public Function UserFunction (MyMail As Outlook.MailItem) As Boolean

‚

UserFunction() –
> you can use it

End Function

Mainly not for user,
but allowed
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